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Main Image: Phalempin Volcano with Rustic Red vertical 
Insets (from left): Beauvoise Slate; Panne S Burnt Red; HP10 Slate
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Continuing a tradition of excellence
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Quantity per pallet  1,088 tiles 
Coverage  60 per m2 
Nominal gauge  100mm 
Overall length  268mm 
Overall width  168mm 
Working width  168mm 
Minimum headlap  68mm 
Unit weight  1.1Kg 
Weight per m2  64.9Kg 
Minimum roof pitch  30° 
Batten coverage m2  10 l/m 
Batten sizes 38 x 25mm rafter 
 centres 450mm  
 38 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 600mm 
Nail size  38/40 x 2.65mm

These traditional Phalempin clay 
plain tiles have been produced 
historically in the Normandy 
region since 1860, with an 
appealing textured sand 
finish and thickness that 
you would normally 
associate with expensive 
hand made clay tiles.

The Phalempin range offers 
an attractive variety of 
mellow mature colour 
tones, with pre-mixed 
blend options that would enhance 
any quality new build or period 
refurbishment projects, providing 
a sympathetic indigenous solution 
at an affordable price.

Phalempin Ref. 500

www.imerys-rooftiles.com

20 x 30 Ref. 510

The Huguenot 20 x 30 Clay 
Plain Tile is manufactured  
at St G ermer de Fly in  
the Beauvais region.  
This innovative product 
combines the larger 
economical size of 
200 x 300 with a 
discreetly shouldered  
cross camber and unique  
anti-capillary channels.

Available in five mellow 
colours, the St Germer  
20 x 30 offers installation cost savings 
over traditional concrete or clay plain 
tiles without compromising aesthetics.

20x30 Quercy

The Beauvoise 20 is  
a small, flat 
interlocking clay 
plain tile and  
clay slate 
produced at 
St. Germer in 
the Beauvais 
region of France. 

With its thin leading 
edge and stunning good 
looks, this tile concept has 
endless applications both  
as an interlocking plain 
tile and as a clay slate. A natural and 
economical alternative to artificial 
slates and concrete plain tiles.

Beauvoise 20 Ref. 302

Burnt Red (034) Slate (011)Chevreuse (026)

Quercy (061) Weathered (110) Slate (011)Alezane (004) Burnt Red (034) Paysage (058)

 
Phalempin Val de Seine

Beauvoise 20 Chevreuse

Val de Seine (104)
(pre-mixed blend)

Amber (007) Weathered (110)Rustic Red (006) Volcano (122) Natural Red
(special order only)

Quantity per pallet  660 tiles 
Coverage  43.5 per m2 
Maximum gauge  115mm 
Overall length  300mm 
Overall width  200mm 
Working width  200mm 
Minimum headlap  70mm at 115mm 
 gauge 
Unit weight  1.6Kg 
Weight per m2  69.6Kg 
Minimum roof pitch  30°  
Batten coverage m2  8.7 l/m 
Batten sizes 38 x 25mm rafter 
 centres 450mm  
 38 x 25mm rafter 
 centres 600mm 
Nail size  38/40 x 2.65mm

Quantity per pallet  480 tiles 
Coverage  20.5 per m2 @ 
 245mm gauge 
Batten gauge  245 ± 3mm 
Overall length 322mm 
Overall width 235mm 
Working width 200mm 
Minimum headlap 77mm 
Unit weight 2.2Kg 
Weight per m2 45.10Kg 
Minimum roof pitch 22.5° 
Batten coverage m2  4.08 l/m 
Batten sizes 38 x 25mm rafter 
 centres 450mm  
 50 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 600mm 
Nail size  50 x 3.35mm
Always seek advice regarding 
the need for clipping 
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Terre de Beauce (099)

Millennium (132)†

(pre-mixed blend)
Vintage (145)† 

(pre-mixed blend)

NATURAL
PRODUCT
Silicone-Free

NATURAL
PRODUCT
Silicone-Free

NATURAL
PRODUCT
Silicone-Free

Gabarre (143)† 

(pre-mixed blend)

30°  
roof pitch 
guarantee

BRE-Tested
† Gabarre 35° 

Minimum Pitch

30°  
roof pitch 
guarantee

BRE-Tested

† Millennium Mix 35° 
Minimum Pitch

IMERYS ROOF TILES - THE NATURAL CHOICE



A beautiful, traditional 
clay tile designed 
to adorn and 
complement regional 
roofscapes where the 
Old English Pantile 
has been first choice 
for centuries.

Made from Flemish 
Clay renowned for 
its high quality and its 
mellow mature colours, 
the Single Panne S results 
from the application of 
our high technology and exceptional 
quality standards to one of the most 
appealing and traditional of tiles.

Double Panne S Ref. 223

The Panne H2 is a 
clay interlocking 
pantile produced 
at Pargny Sur 
Saulx in the 
Champagne 
region of France.

The Panne H2 is a 
technically advanced 
traditional clay pantile 
which combines a 
beautiful, smooth surface 
with stunning good 
looks and outstanding 
performance on roof pitches  
as low as 17.5°.

Panne H2 Ref. 210

Panne H2 Mix

Double Panne S Burnt Red

Panne S Old Vintage

Quantity per pallet  420 tiles 
Coverage  20 per m2 
Nominal gauge  275mm 
Overall length  342mm 
Overall width  232mm 
Working width  190mm 
Minimum headlap  67mm 
Unit weight  2.3Kg 
Weight per m2  46Kg 
Minimum roof pitch  22.5° 
Batten coverage m2  3.64 l/m 
Batten sizes 38 x 25mm rafter 
 centres 450mm  
 50 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 600mm 
Nail size  50 x 3.35mm
Always seek advice regarding 
the need for clipping  

Single Panne S Ref. 323

Exceptionally 
quick and 
easy to 
install, the 
Double Panne 
S maintains 
the traditional 
appearance of 
the Single Panne 
S with the economy and 
ease of a double tile. 

With a low roof pitch 
suitability of 17.5°, the 
Double Panne S is available in  
an attractive colour range including 
impact-resistant engobed finishes.

Quantity per pallet  210 tiles 

Coverage  10 per m2 

Nominal gauge  275mm 

Overall length  339mm 

Overall width  423mm 

Working width  378mm 

Minimum headlap  64mm 

Unit weight  4.3Kg 

Weight per m2  43Kg 

Minimum roof pitch  17.5° 

Batten coverage m2  3.64 l/m 

Batten sizes 38 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 450mm  
 50 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 600mm 

Nail size  50 x 3.35mm

Always seek advice regarding 
the need for clipping 

Quantity per pallet  300 tiles 

Coverage  14 per m2 

Nominal gauge  360mm 

Overall length  432mm 

Overall width  255m 

Working width  197mm 

Minimum headlap  72mm 

Unit weight  3.2Kg 

Weight per m2  45Kg 

Minimum roof pitch  17.5° 

Batten coverage m2  2.68 l/m 

Batten sizes 38 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 450mm  
 50 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 600mm 

Nail size  50 x 3.35mm

Always seek advice regarding 
the need for clipping  

BRE Green Guide 
to Specification

BRE Green Guide 
to Specification

Natural Red (076) Rustic Red (005) Burnt Red (034) Satin Black (050)*
(special order only)

Slate (011)

NATURAL
PRODUCT
Silicone-Free

NATURAL
PRODUCT
Silicone-Free

*Except where shown

NATURAL
PRODUCT
Silicone-Free

*Except where shown

Rustic Red (005) 
(special order only)

Burnt Red (034) Satin Black (050)* 
(special order only)

Natural Red (076) Slate (011) Vieux Nord (119)Old Vintage (148)

Burnt Red (034) Natural Red (073) Dark Brown (115)Rustic Red (006) Slate (011) Semois (147)Glossy Black (047)

IMERYS ROOF TILES - TIMELESS QUALITY IN CLAY



Quantity per pallet  240 tiles

Coverage  10 per m2 @  
 376mm gauge

Nominal gauge  310-376mm

Overall length  460mm

Overall width  306mm

Working width  268mm

Minimum headlap  84mm

Unit weight  4.3Kg

Weight per m2  43Kg @10m2

Minimum roof pitch  17.5°

Batten coverage m2  2.66 l/m  
 @376mm

Batten sizes 38 x 25mm rafter 
 centres 450mm 
 50 x 25mm rafter 
 centres 600mm

Nail size  50 x 3.35mm 

Always seek advice regarding 
the need for clipping 

The HP10 clay roofing tile is 
made at the St. Germer tilery 
in the Beauvais region. 

The use of plaster 
moulds ensures an 
exceptionally smooth 
surface, and tapered 
leading edge provides the 
stunning good looks.

This tile’s large modular size, 
combined with a variable 
gauge, ensures ease of fixing 
and economy. It is the natural and cost-
effective alternative to many large format  
concrete tiles and slates.

HP10 Ref. 205

Quantity per pallet 240 tiles
Coverage 9.5 per m2 @  
 250mm gauge
Nominal variable gauge  225-250mm
Overall length 330mm
Overall width 460mm
Working width 418mm
Minimum headlap 80mm
Unit weight 4.3Kg
Weight per m2 41Kg @9.5 m2

Minimum roof pitch  17.5°
Batten coverage m2 4.00 l/m @  
 250mm
Batten sizes 38 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 450mm 
 50 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 600mm
Nail size  50 x 3.35mm 
Always seek advice regarding 
the need for clipping 

The Double 
HP20 combines 
the appealing 
aesthetics of  
a small format 
tile with the 
economy and 
ease of installation 
of a large format model.

High visual appeal is 
ensured by the presence  
of a discretely tapered 
leading edge.

DOUBLE HP20 Ref. 209

Quantity per pallet  420 tiles

Coverage  17.2 per m2 

 @285mm gauge 

Nominal variable gauge 222-285mm

Overall length 358mm

Overall width 246mm

Working width 204mm

Minimum headlap 73mm

Unit weight 2.6Kg

Weight per m2 44.7Kg

Minimum roof pitch 20° 

Batten coverage m2 3.5 l/m 

Batten sizes 38 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 450mm 
 50 x 25mm rafter 
 centres 600mm

Nail size  50 x 3.35mm

Always seek advice regarding 
the need for clipping 

The HP17 is a small 
format interlocking tile 
with an attractive 
tapered leading  
edge, and is 
designed to be 
installed quickly  
and efficiently due  
to its adjustable batten  
gauge from 222-285mm 
and double nail hole 
facility.

A large range of accessories 
complement its modern 
appeal, offering excellent dry fix options 
at ridge, hips and verges ensuring a long-
term maintenance free durable roof.

HP17  Ref. 325

HP10 Slate 

Double HP20 Slate

HP17 Slate

BRE Green Guide 
to Specification

BRE Green Guide 
to Specification

BRE Green Guide 
to Specification

Natural Red (074) Burnt Red (034) Slate (011)Argentique (015) Brown (116)

Burnt Red (034) Slate (011)Chevreuse (026) Terre de Beauce (099)

Slate (011) Terre de Beauce (099) Chevreuse (026)Burnt Red (034) Brown (115)

NATURAL
PRODUCT
Silicone-Free

NATURAL
PRODUCT
Silicone-Free

NATURAL
PRODUCT
Silicone-Free

IMERYS ROOF TILES - THE NATURAL CHOICE
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Quantity per pallet  324 tiles
Coverage  19.5 per m2

Nominal gauge  100mm
Overall length  270mm
Overall width  348mm ± 3.5mm
Working width  348mm ± 3.5mm
Minimum headlap  70mm
Unit weight  2.7Kg
Weight per m2  52.7Kg
Minimum roof pitch  30° 
Batten coverage m2  10 l/m
Batten sizes 38 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 450mm 
 38 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 600mm
Nail size  38/40 x 2.65mm

Manufactured at the 
Ste Foy factory in the 
Rhone Alpes region, 
from the finest 
clays in France. 
Conceived and 
developed by 
our technical 
department, the 
Neo Plain Tile 
has been designed to 
offer you the aesthetical 
appeal of traditional plain 
tiles and the economical 
advantages of interlocking 
tiles. The Neo Plain Tile brings a new 
dimension and added value to your 
projects: three tiles in one!

Neo Plain Tile - economical 3-in-1 design Ref. 333

New!
Offers an 

economical 
solution for 

plain tile 
installationsChevreuse (025) Rouge Nuancé (086) Terre de Beauce (098)

NATURAL
PRODUCT
Silicone-Free

Quantity per pallet  600 tiles
Coverage  22 per m2

Nominal gauge 241mm
Overall length 297mm
Overall width 215mm
Working width 189mm
Minimum headlap 59mm
Unit weight 2Kg 
Weight per m2 44Kg
Minimum roof pitch 25° 
Batten coverage m2 4.15 l/m 
Batten sizes 38 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 450mm 
 50 x 25mm rafter 
 centres 600mm
Nail size  50 x 3.35mm
Always seek advice regarding 
the need for clipping 

The Monopole Tile No.1 
is a traditional single 
roman interlocking clay 
roof tile produced at 
Wardrecques in the 
north of France. 

Economical  
and versatile, 
and available in seven eye 
catching colours, the 
small modular size of 
the Monopole makes it 
ideal for a wide range of 
refurbishment and new 
build projects, offering impressive cost 
savings over all concrete plain tiles.

Monopole No. 1 Ref. 306

Monopole Natural Red

BRE Green Guide 
to Specification

Quantity per pallet  240 tiles
Coverage  10 per m2

Nominal gauge 264mm
Overall length 321mm
Overall width 426mm
Working width 389mm
Minimum headlap 57mm
Unit weight 4.3Kg
Weight per m2 43Kg
Minimum roof pitch 17.5°
Batten coverage m2 3.78 l/m 
Batten sizes 38 x 25mm rafter  
 centres 450mm 
 50 x 25mm rafter 
 centres 600mm
Nail size  50 x 3.35mm
Always seek advice regarding 
the need for clipping 

Classic single Roman tiles 
were introduced into the UK 
during the 1930s. IMERYS 
have now produced the 
Artoise, a double version 
which retains the 
traditional appeal of this 
period, offering a more 
cost effective option due 
to its larger size. 

The Artoise offers a 
durable solution in 
high exposure areas of 
the UK, due to its double interlocks 
and comprehensive 30 year durability 
guarantee with the flexibility to be 
installed down to a 17.5° low roof pitch.

Artoise Natural Red and Argentique

Burnt Red (034) Rustic Red (005) Slate (011)Natural Red (076) Gloss Black (047)* Argentique (015)

Artoise Ref. 220 BRE Green Guide 
to Specification

Burnt Red (034) Satin Black (050)* Glossy Black (047)*Natural Red (076) Rustic Red (006) Weathered (109) Vieux Nord (119) 
(pre-mixed blend)

NATURAL
PRODUCT
Silicone-Free

*Except where shown

NATURAL
PRODUCT
Silicone-Free

*Except where shown
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IMERYS Roof Tiles are covered by a comprehensive 30 year guarantee of durability 
provided that they have been installed in compliance with BS EN 5534:2014 + A1 2015 
and BS8000-6: 2013 Workmanship on Building Sites. The fixing of roof tiles should comply 
with wind loads appropriate to the site location and roof design.

30 YEAR GUARANTEE

Selected Products

Imerys Roof Tiles 
Imerys Toiture - Site Industriel De Quincieux 
- ZI - BP47 - 69650 Quincieux - France
Tel: 0161 928 4572  Fax: 0161 929 8513
Email: enquiries.rooftiles@imerys.com
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National Building 
Specification Clauses (NBS) 
All essential clauses for IMERYS roof specifications are 
available, detailing all work items in section H65 ‘Single 
lap roof tiling’ and H60 ‘Plain roof tiling’. IMERYS provide 
detailed fixing advice for the nailing and clipping of all our 
roof tiles on submission of your project drawings, including 
site plan and roof elevations in PDF format.

Local Stockist

* IMERYS roof tiles have excellent environmental credentials and can achieve an A+ Rating in the Building Research Establishment’s (BRE) Green Guide to Specification

ASSOCIATE MEMBER A+
*

BS EN 1304

TECHNICAL
SEMINARS
AVAILABLE

IMERYS has a corporate policy for sustainable 
development, making environmental and social 

implementation a key component of the group’s 
performance. Strict standards are in place for its 

manufacturing units in terms of emission,  
water and waste management. 

IMERYS ensure responsible environmental management of 
our quarries, restoration of the landscape, creating valuable 
wildlife habitats, thus increasing the ecological value, as well 
as recreation of heathland areas including forestry, replanting 
with the regeneration of farm land and new leisure areas. 

IMERYS intends to help improve living conditions in its 
activities; neighbouring communities working directly with 
local populations, site managers take action in line with local 
needs and in partnership with authorities and organisations.

Products from the IMERYS range have excellent 
environmental credentials and can achieve an A+ rating in 
the Building Research Establishment’s (BRE) Green Guide 
to Specification and BES 6001 Responsible Sourcing. 
This combination with our BES EN 14001 Environmental 
Management Systems ensure IMERYS products achieve a low 
carbon footprint to meet the requirements of  
Code 4 and beyond of the Code for Sustainable Homes.

IMERYS Environmental Statement
Our commitment to sustainable development


